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QUESTION 1

You have two entities, ItemEO and ProductEO. ItemEO contains the Orderld, ttemld, Productld, Price, and Quantity
attributes. ProductEO contains the Id, ProductName, and ListPrice attributes You need to return rows as shown in the
table Orderld 

Itemld Productld ProductName 

34321 

Ski hat 100? 38997 Downhill ski poles 

30315 

Swim goggles 31876 Baseball mitt How would you create a view object to encapsulate these rows? (Choose the best
answer) 

A. Create a view object based on the ItemEO entity and add ProductEO as a reference entity. 

B. Create a view object based on the ItemEO entity and modify the generated query to include SELECT ProductEO
NAME. ProductEOJD, FROM S_PRODUCT ProductEO. 

C. Create a view object based on the ItemEO entity and modify the WHERE clause to include ItemEO PRODUCTJD =
ProductEO ID 

D. Create a view object based on the ItemEO entity and create a view criteria to add ttemEO PRODUCTJD - :productld.
Define productld as a bind variable to be passed in by the Ul 

E. Create a view object based on the ItemEO entity and change the query mode to Expert Define the query as SELECT
Item ORDJD, Item ITEMJD, Item.PRODUCTJD, Product.NAME, FROM SJTEM Item JOIN S_PRODUCT Product ON
ltem.PRODUCT_ID=Productld. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

Your organization has specified that menu components should be located on the left-hand side of a page and that the
main content should be displayed in the center. How do you ensure that developers adhere to this standard? (Choose
the best answer.) 

A. Ask all developers to use the two-column quick start layout. 

B. Create a page template that defines the specified layout and distribute it to developers 

C. Create an ADF library that contains a collection of ADF Faces components that developers must use 

D. Create a task flow template that defines the specified layout; this will enforce the correct layout on all pages that are
built from the template. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

Consider a development organization divided into two teams, one developing ADF Business Components and related
methods, and one developing the view and controller layers. What two steps would the Business Components team
perform to deliver the results of their work to the other team\\'? (Choose two.) 

A. Share the root ApplicationModulelmpI file on the file system or other shared location. 

B. Create an ADF Library JAR file for the model project 

C. Create a path to the ADF Library JAR file in Tools > Manage Libraries 

D. Add the ADF Library JAR to the ViewController project 

E. Share the ADF Library JAR file on the file system or other shared location 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

When you manually create a binding such as an attribute value binding, what name would you give to the binding?
(Choose the best answer.) 

A. a name that reflects the Ul component to which it is bound 

B. the page name suffixed with the Ul component name to which it is bound 

C. the page name suffixed with the data control name 

D. the name of the data control attribute to which the binding refers 

E. an EL (Expression Language) of the form #{bindmgs value} 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the purpose of applying a view criteria to a list accessor (that defines the data source of a list of values)?
(Choose the best answer.) 

A. it allows the data in the list to be filtered based on the view criteria. 

B. Defining a view criteria allows you to specify different Ul options for the list of values. 

C. it automatically gives end users a search panel from which they can filter the data in the list of values. 

D. it defines the order in which the data in the list appears. 

E. it automatically prevents excessively long lists of values by forcing the application of view criteria if the list of values
has more than a defined number of rows returned 

Correct Answer: A 
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